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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1.1. H&F Bridge Partnership (HFBP), a joint venture company owned by Agilisys and 
H&F, currently provides all ICT services to H&F. The HFBP service contract 
expires on 31 October 2016, at which time all HFBP services must have moved 
to other suppliers or across to the shared ICT services function or they will cease. 

1.2. In a paper entitled “ICT Transition - Assuring service continuity Phase 3 – 
Transformation of Telephony and Network Services)”, it was agreed that approval 
be given for BT, through the Lot 4 agreement (Call Off Contract – Relating to 
Information and Technology Services), to install new telephone and network lines 
plus associated managed services, to meet the following six requirements:  

 Replacing the network links for the H&F corporate network and broadband 
sites  
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 Migrating H&F telephony trunking to modern digital circuits with sufficient 
capacity 

 Replacing the H&F Secure Internet Gateway as part of the ICT transition 

 Ensuring H&F’s Network Hardware is placed into appropriate support and 
maintenance arrangements. 

 Upgrading the end-of-life Unify Openscape Unified Communications system  

 Migrating Netcall to a fully hosted solution as part of the ICT transition 

1.3. Significant work has been undertaken on scoping planning these key transition 
activities, but due to existing contract expiry dates, the implementation work 
cannot complete before the transition of ICT services from HFBP to multiple 
providers.  This work is expected to complete by 31 March 2017.  To ensure 
continuity and enable the smooth completion of these projects, the council 
proposes to extend the current project management arrangements for the 
network transition programme.   

1.4. Losing this key resource now could have a major impact on the successful 
achievement of the objectives of the network transition implementation 
programme. This is because continuity of supply, understanding of the aims and 
objectives of the programme and excellent relationships with the suppliers and 
key stakeholders mitigate some critical risks. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

2.1. That approval is given for the continuation of engagement of the current network 
transition implementation programme resources in the total sum of £63,494 
(already funded), the resource to be provided by Agilisys.  

2.2. That approval is granted to waive the requirement of Contract Standing Orders to 
seek competitive quotations to achieve the required continuity of service. 

3. REASONS FOR THE DECISION 

3.1. This is a key role with no need to create permanent staffing, and is only required 
until the revised end date for the programme, currently expected to be 31 March 
2017.   

4. EQUALITY IMPLICATIONS 

4.1. This is a short term specialist role. 

5. LEGAL AND PROCUREMENT IMPLICATIONS 

5.1. The Director of Law has been consulted and comments that the contract value 
under the proposed recommendation in this report requires a minimum of three 
quotations to be obtained from the market in accordance with the Council’s 
Contracts Standing Orders (CSOs) under paragraph 11.2.  As only one quote has 
been obtained, a waiver under paragraph 3.1 of the CSOs must be approved by 
the appropriate Cabinet Member acting on behalf of the relevant director from the 



Council’s procedure of competition requirements for such partnership 
arrangements is required to award the contract. Officers’ have sought in the body 
of the report to provide sufficient evidence to assist the decision maker approve 
the waiver requested.  

Implications verified by: Sharon Cudjoe Solicitor 020 7361 2994 

6. FINANCIAL AND RESOURCES IMPLICATIONS 

6.1. Funding will come from the networks revenue budget, which has sufficient to 
cover the remaining work identified in this paper.  

Implications verified by: Andrew Lord, Head of Strategic Planning and Monitoring, 
ext. 2531. 

7. RISK MANAGEMENT  

7.1. There has been an accumulation of experience and knowledge of the network 
transition implementation programme that may be lost should the existing 
resources not continue to undertake the implementation, with key risks around 
the effective operation of this critical service, but also around the time and costs 
resulting from the need to secure quotes for the work. A temporary short term 
engagement to engage Agilisys is an operational risk that seeks to address 
exposures and provide continuity cover. The proposed mitigation is in 
accordance with the Strategic Risk, Information Management and Digital 
Continuity noted as risk 7 on the Council's Corporate Register. 

Implications verified by: Michael Sloniowski, Tri-borough Risk Manager ext. 2587. 

8. PROCUREMENT 

8.1. There are no legislative requirements why the Council cannot make a direct 
award for a short period to obtain continuation of the specialist advice that it is 
currently receiving through Agilisys.  Given the circumstance outlined in the 
report the Corporate Procurement Team supports the recommendation to waive 
the competition requirement set out in the Council’s CSOs.  

Implications verified by Alan Parry: Interim Head of Procurement (Job-
share).  Telephone 020 8753 2581  

 
 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 2000 
LIST OF BACKGROUND PAPERS USED IN PREPARING THIS REPORT 

 
None. 


